We report first-principle based studies of element 113 (E113) interactions with gold aimed primarily at estimating the adsorption energy in thermochromatographic experiments. The electronic structure of E113-Au systems was treated within the accurate shape-consistent small core relativistic pseudopotential framework at the level of non-collinear relativistic density functional theory (RDFT) with specially optimised Gaussian basis sets. We used gold clusters with up to 58 atoms to simulate the adsorption site on the stable Au(111) surface. Stabilization of the E113-Au binding energy and the net Bader charge of E113 and the neighboring Au atoms with respect to indicated the cluster size used was appropriate. The resulting adsorption energy estimates lie within the 1.0 -1.2 eV range, substantially lower than previously reported values.
Introduction
Thermochromatography on a pristine gold surface is the most powerful method of identification and separation of newly synthesized superheavy elements [1] . Nevertheless, high equipment costs and very low yields of superheavy nuclei impose restrictions on experimental studies. Theo- * E-mail: ar9@rice.edu retical predictions of the experimental outcome are therefore desirable for optimising experimental conditions and interpreting results.
Element 113 (E113) has recently drawn experimentalist's attention due to the relatively long half-life of several isotopes (almost 30 seconds for 286 E113 [2] ). This has led to studies aiming to characterize E113 chemically. While reliable experimental data on the chemistry of E113 remains unavailable, several theoretical investigations of E113-Au systems have been published. Recent work by Pershina et al. reports the binding en-ergy of E113Au to be equal to 1.82 eV [3, 4] based on four-component Kramers-restricted relativistic density functional theory (RDFT) calculations with the generalized gradient exchange-correlation functional by Becke and Perdew (B88P86 [5, 6] ). A fully unrestricted twocomponent (2c) RDFT/B3LYP study within the small core relativistic pseudopotential (RPP) model (shapeconsistent for E113 and energy-adjusted for Au and Tl) [7] predicts a binding energy of only 1.3 eV for the same molecule. The authors of [7] attribute this 0.5 eV discrepancy to different density functional approximations, though it is worth noting that the symmetry restrictions imposed in [3, 4] imply the pure like coupling scheme (and therefore too high energies) for free atoms, thus giving rise to some overbinding. The very popular B3LYP functional however, should be used with caution for such systems since compounds of heavy and superheavy elements are not utilised for its calibration. The work [7] presents calculations on various species E113-Au , =4 -21 accounting for relaxation of the gold clusters upon addition of the E113 atom. Geometry optimisation of the adsorption complexes does not significantly affect the binding energies. Though it is shown that coordination number 3 is favored by E113, significant irregularity in the behavior of the binding energy with respect to the cluster size cannot be ignored.
The combined one-component CCSD(T) and 2c RDFT approach [8] provides a relatively high level of electron correlation treatment within the scalar relativistic approximation and incorporates the RDFT spin-orbit contribution to the binding energies, known for relatively slight sensitivity to the density functional model. This method, which we believe produces accurate results, places the E113Au binding energy, 1.57 eV, between the above estimates and predicts significantly weaker binding for larger non-linear systems E113Au 2 and E113Au 3 , 1.18 and 1.29 eV, respectively. Remarkably, pure RDFT data achieves a reasonably good agreement with that of the combined approach for B88P86 [5, 6] and PBE0 [9] functionals. The latter two results provide binding energy estimates from above and below respectively. This presumably validates the applicability of the 2c RDFT scheme for calculations on larger E113-gold adsorption complexes, not systematically studied so far.
In this communication we report calculations on E113-gold adsorption sites where the gold surface is simulated by clusters. This includes those deemed large enough to approach the limit of the E113-Au binding energy with respect to . Ab initio computations on these systems are impractical, therefore we employ RDFT approach for evaluation of the binding energies of E113 with various gold clusters.
Computational details
Several gold clusters composed of 4 to 58 atoms were chosen to model the adsorption site of a single E113 atom on the most stable (111) surface. The Au-Au distances were kept at their experimental crystal values, and the distance between the adatom and the surface was adjusted. Possible positions of the E113 atom included the hollow positions, adatom above the gold atom in the 2nd (hollow-2) and 3rd (hollow-3) layer, and the bridge position since other possibilities have been reported as less stable [7] .
Core electrons, 60 for Au (filled shells with the principal quantum number ≤ 4) and 92 for E113 ( ≤ 5), were replaced by accurate shape consistent RPPs [10, 11] in all calculations. Binding energies in E113-Au systems were computed with the non-collinear 2c RDFT program [12, 13] . The generalized-gradient B88P86 [5, 6] and partially non-empirical hybrid PBE0 [9] approximations for the exchange-correlation functionals were employed.
We developed bespoke, compact basis sets aimed at treating systems containing heavy and superheavy atoms at the RDFT level. We adjusted the exponential parameters of the innermost -, -, and -functions, searching for a (local) minimum of the free atom Hartree-Fock energy within the RPP model which includes the effective spin-orbit operator. Contraction coefficients for this part of the basis set were chosen to account for the difference between the radial parts of 6 -and 7 -functions for E113 and 5 -and 6 -functions for gold, as well as of 1/2 and 3/2 , 3/2 and 5/2 . The outermost (valence) -, -, -and polarizationfunctions were adjusted by minimizing an averaged sum of Hartree-Fock energies of several molecules and clusters.
The resulting basis set (8 8 5 3 (8 7 6 2 )/[6 6 4 2 ] basis 1 was used only for the E113Au 37 complex as a test of the basis set quality. For the largest system, E113Au 58 , we used a version of the basis [14] with the most diffuse -function and twofunctions removed. Removing these functions eliminates the quasi linear dependencies which are manifested in this extended system. Fig. 1 summarizes the results on E113-gold adsorption complexes. We restrict ourselves to reporting the systems where the E113 atom was placed in hollow-2 position since other types of complexes (bridge, hollow-3) were noticeably less bound in a series of calculations. In most cases the equilibrium distance between the gold surface and the adatom was 2.68 Å for B88P86 and 2.57 Å for PBE0 (with the exception being E113Au 19 : for both functionals, the optimal distance was 2.57 Å though the binding energy varied insignificantly for distances optimised for the other systems). For all systems we evaluated the charge on the adatom using the Bader analysis as implemented in the program [15, 16] . Stabilization of the Bader charge served as an additional (to the binding energy) indicator of convergence with respect to the cluster size. Smaller complexes E113Au 4 and E113Au 19 display a noticeable variation in binding energy and Bader charge carried by the E113 adatom. From Au 19 on, the Bader charge and binding energy estimates become stable, the latter of which remains almost unchanged from E113Au 37 to E113Au 58 . Therefore, the limit of the E113-Au binding energy is presumably approached at = 37. E113Au 37 and E113Au 58 complexes display the difference between B88P86 and PBE0 data from 0.03 to 0.07 eV -significantly lower than the almost 0.3 eV displayed by the smallest ones [8] . Assuming that these RDFT estimates remain quite close to more rigorous, although unachievable, CCSD(T)/RDFT data, we can infer that deposition of E113 atoms on a gold surface is likely to occur at temperatures corresponding to the binding energy of 1.0 -1.2 eV. It is worth emphasizing that these estimates are markedly lower than the previously reported value of 1.8 eV [3] and even slightly lower than that in Ref. [7] (1.3 eV).
Results and discussion

Concluding remarks
Extended calculations on various E113-Au complexes within the accurate RPP model and RDFT with two qualitatively different approximations for the exchangecorrelational functional show that for a few dozens of Au atoms, the binding energy seems to approach its limit with respect to . This binding energy was estimated to be 1.0-1.2 eV depending on the form of the density functional. This estimate differs substantially from previous findings and suggests lower adsorption temperature of E113 on gold surface than was previously expected.
